THE SACRAMENTO FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL PRESENTS THE 5TH MINIFEST
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2018 • ESQUIRE IMAX THEATRE
1211 K Street • Sacramento, CA 95814

SHOWTIMES

11:30am  THROUGH THE EYES OF AN ASTRONAUT
(Dans les Yeux de Thomas Pesquet, 27 min, 2018) by Pierre-Emmanuel Le Goff & Jürgen Hansen
SPACE DOCUMENTARY in IMAX®, NARRATED IN ENGLISH

12:30pm  RETURN OF THE HERO
(Le Retour du héros, 90 min, 2018) by Laurent Tirard
PERIOD COMEDY starring JEAN DUJARDIN & MÉLANIE LAURENT

2:35pm  SEE YOU UP THERE
(Au revoir là-haut, 117 min, 2017) by Albert Dupontel
WWI DARK COMEDY – BEST DIRECTOR & four other CÉSAR AWARDS

5:10pm  C'EST LA VIE!
(Le Sens de la fête, 117 min, 2017) by Olivier Nakache & Éric Toledano
FEEL-GOOD ENSEMBLE COMEDY

7:45pm  BLACK TIDE
(Fleuve noir, 113 min, 2018) by Érick Zonca
THRILLER starring VINCENT CASSEL